EPRG Energy & Environment with In Search of ‘Good’ Energy Policy Seminar Programme
Michaelmas Term 2018

Every Tuesdays starting at 12:30

9 October  Sinan Kufeoglu (EPRG, University of Cambridge) Electric Power Distribution in the World: Today and Tomorrow (Room W2.02, Judge Business School) – E&E

16 October  Rihab Khalid (Department of Architecture, University of Cambridge) Evolving houses, demanding practices: A case of rising electricity consumption of the middle class in Pakistan (Alison Richard Building (Sidgwick Site), Seminar Room 1) – GEP

23 October  Pedro Linares (Comillas University, visiting EPRG) The Technical, Environmental and Economic Implications for Power Systems of Phasing Out Coal and Nuclear (Faculty of Economics, Keynes Room) – E&E

30 October  Peter Pearson (Imperial College London) Past and Prospective Transitions in the UK Gas Industry – Some Interdisciplinary Insights (Alison Richard Building (Sidgwick Site), Seminar Room 1) – GEP

6 November  Felix Muesgens (Brandenburg University of Technology) The Solar Revolution – Who Made It Happen? (Faculty of Economics, Keynes Room) – E&E

13 November Benjamin Sovacool (University of Sussex) Contestation, Contingency, and Justice in the Nordic Low-Carbon Energy Transition (Alison Richard Building (Sidgwick Site), Seminar Room 1) – GEP

20 November  Niall MacDowell (Imperial College London) Assessing the Value of Carbon Capture and Storage (Faculty of Economics, Keynes Room) – E&E

27 November  Alan Short (University of Cambridge) The Recovery of Natural Environments in Architecture (Alison Richard Building (Sidgwick Site), Seminar Room 1) – GEP